


Remove Preliminary

JR RESPONDED:
REMOVED



Update TOC
& Appendix

updated











If Basin is to be developed, C-values should
reflect that to ensure all storm facilities can handle
final design flows. Same for Basins OS-2 & B-11.
If Final design of ponds is occurring later, then
add note regarding future conditions.

JR responded: note added that final design for
pond occur later







Include note that there may need to be revisions to the
interim ponds at final design, if not providing for what the
full developed flows/areas are with this report. (Basins
B11, OS1 & OS2 still show as undeveloped, when final
ponds will have these basins as developed.) If not
providing all the parts for full-spectrum at this pond, a
deviation will be needed to address this.

4.857 Ac & 6.636 Ac
per spreadsheets

Release rate is larger
than allowable.
Revise to meet
allowable release rate

JR UPDATED

JR responded: future revisions comment added

JR UPDATED



Use 2022 fees

This is construction documents.
Please provide O&M manual.

JR RESPONDED: TITLE
CHANGED. VALUES
UPDATED

JR Response: O&M
manual provided





























These basins should
be considered
developed as storm
infrastructure will
need to accomodate
developed flows.

JR RESPONDED: These basins will be conveyed
to detention ponds before reaching the proposed
storm network. the proposed storm network is de-
signed to accommodate max release rates from
ponds and the developed basin runoff from Ster-
ling Ranch Road and Briargate Parkway





16.8 cfs per pond
spreadsheet

JR RESPONDED:
CHANGED





151.0 cfs per pond
spreadsheet

How is direct runoff
so much higher than
total runoff? Verify
input information

JR RESPONDED:
CHANGED

JR RESPONDED: EQUATION
UPDATED



Majority of pipes are
shown as public on
CD's and drainage
map.

JR RESPONDED:
updated as public



Flows shown are less than
flows in proposed hydrology
spreadsheet. Future flows are
not included to compare
against

Include DP 27

JR RESPONDED:
DP 27 ADDED

JR RESPONDED: In the future
condition these outfall locations
will not exist and will be con-
nected with storm piped
through the subdivision to the
proposed ponds. Future storm
pipe and outfall riprap will be
sized with future condition.





Flows shown are less than
flows in proposed hydrology
spreadsheet. Future flows are
not included to compare
against

JR RESPONDED: In the future
condition these outfall locations
will not exist and will be con-
nected with storm piped
through the subdivision to the
proposed ponds. Future storm
pipe and outfall riprap will be
sized with future condition.





Include design
calcs for spillway
riprap

JR Calcs provided



















































26'
JR CHANGED





26'

JR CHANGED





26'
JR CHANGED





26'
JR CHANGED





















Each Storm Layout
should be on single
sheet.

Coordinate between
Storm design and CD's.
Storm CD's have more
detailed comments on
discrepancies between
the 2 documents.

JR RESPONDED:
DRAINAGE
UPDATED WITH
DHDP INVERTS/
ELEVATIONS

JR Response: it is
hard to fit the long
runs on one sheet
with the labels read-
able. an overall map
provided with labels
for each run



























Can't drop a pipe size
Pipes appear to be
flowing wrong
direction

jr responded: 36' pipe

jr reponded: inverts
and elevations
updated with dhdp































Add note that this is
Pond WS elevation

JR UPDATED



Add note that this is
Pond WS elevation JR UPDATED

















With 4:1 side slopes,
edge of swales should
be at -0+14 & 0+19

JR UPDATED

















This section does not match
swale section shown on
drainage map. Please
reconcile between the two and
update.

JR UPDATED



At least of a portion of the flow
from Basin B11 should be
accounted for in this swale.

JR RESPONSED.
B11 flow added to
total discharge





This section does not match
swale section shown on
drainage map. Please
reconcile between the two and
update.

JR RESPONDED



At least of a portion of the flow
from Basin B11 should be
accounted for in this swale.

JR RESPONDED.
B11 runoff added to
total discharge





This section does not match
swale section shown on
drainage map. Please
reconcile between the two and
update.

JR RESPONDED







This section does not match
swale section shown on
drainage map. Please
reconcile between the two and
update.

JR RESPONDED
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Update linetype to
match plan

Include basin boundaries
for EX5 & EX6

Update C-coefficients on
all basin labels to match
hydrology spreadsheets

jr responded

jr responded

JR RESPONDED: C-
VALUES 0.09 AND
0.36 UPDATED



What is this line?
Please label

What are these lines?
Please label or
remove

JR RESPONDED:
LABEL ADDED

JR RESPONDED:
LABEL ADDED



Label all streets

BFE's not readable

What is this trail,
access, etc? Label
accordingly. How
does the catch
grading work with
this?

Channel

Add linetype to
legend

Delete this portion of
blanket

All inlets and manholes need
to be labeled with
at-grade/sump (inlets) type,
size & public/private

Include minimum depth and
water surface depth on section
details.

Update C-coefficients in all
basin labels to match hydrology
spreadsheet

Missing OS2.1

Missing 25.1

Existing and proposed
contours should be at
same interval

JR ADDED

JR RESPONDED: TEXT SIZE
INCREASED

JR RESPONDED

JR RESPONDED:
ADDED

JR RESPONDED:
ADDED

JR RESPONDED:
ADDED

jr responded: values
updated

JR RESPONDED: CRITICAL AND NORMAL
DEPTHS ADDED

JR RESPONDED: INLET
AND MH LABELED W/
PUBLIC OR PRIVATE

JR RESPONDED:
STREET NAMES
ADDED

JR RESPONDED

JR RESPONDED: MADE EXISTING
SMALLER INTERVAL



Increase text size for
readability

JR RESPONDED: TEXT SIZE
INCREASED



Are easements
needed for private
storm pipes?

All inlets and manholes need
to be labeled with
at-grade/sump (inlets) type,
size & public/private

Access needs to be
provided to pond
bottom & outlet

Show riprap for
spillway

JR Response: Ease-
ment not needed

JR RESPONDED: INLET AND
MH LABELED

JR Response: Addressed

JR Response: Addressed



Plan view calls out for
permanent EC blanket. Please
reconcile between section and
plan and update accordingly.

Swale sections do not match
sections shown in Appendix
C. Please reconcile between
design and details and update
accordingly.

Include minimum depth and
water surface depth on section
details.

All inlets and manholes need
to be labeled with
at-grade/sump (inlets) type,
size & public/private

Show and label riprap
outlet protection at all
outfalls.

Label all streets

Channel

Blanket should end at
pond.

Portions of flow from Basin
B11 should be accounted
for at design calcs for
swales D-D & E-E.

End blanket at start of
swale

Access needs to be
provided to pond
bottom & outlet

Grade & Show riprap
for spillway

JR RESPONDED

JR RESPONDED

JR ADDED

JR ADDED

JR RESPONDED: TEMP TO
PERMANENT

JR RESPONDED:
CRITICAL AND
NORMAL DEPTH

JR RESPONDED: INLET
AND MH LABELED

JR RESPONDED

JR RESPONDED.
ADDED

JR RESPONDED:
SPILLWAY ADDED

JR RESPONDED.
Not all  future street
names are known.
Future layout re-
moved.

JR ADDED


